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about  
designing 
innovations 
with 
C-K theory

Why?
Regenerate your business and its value by:
• Imagining products and services that open new 
market spaces and bear strong market traction.
• While your competition remains locked in optimizing 
known solutions for existing markets.
 

What?
Instead of researching new functions the traditional 
way, you’re going to force your innovations by 
reasoning on useful effects. C-K Theory accompanies 
your creative designs without first having you know 
exactly what to invent. 
 

How?
Thanks to cross-mobilizing existing knowledge about 
relevant domains and expanding seemingly artificial 
concepts, C-K Theory enables you to constructively and 
systematically generate more elaborated concepts. In 
the end, you become capable to produce new effects 
with useful properties.

How to Design 
Innovations from 
the Unknown?

Your hands-on guide based on C-K Theory.
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All underlined items are described in the glossary.  
 - Knowing these words is very useful when implementing C-K Theory.  
 - Hence, definitions are suited to easing its application.
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CHAPITRE 1

your 
creative staff

Charles ‘the dreamer’ & Karl ‘the expert’



SECTION 1

Karl

He is the expert, the engineer. 

He lives within problems and tries to solve them.

He seemingly knows everything.  
He is a true living encyclopedia.  
He knows what he knows and ignores anything else (he 
knows that too…).

He is always trying to find new knowledge through a 
bunch of experiments and trials.  
He is the guy who finds solutions.

He collects as much information as possible.  
With the help of other experts like him, he can gather 
everything that is already known.

He is used to say: 
- ‘all the cars I know have wheels’,  
- ‘I know how to build a tent’,  
- ‘vacuum-cleaners have bags’, 
- ‘lots of new cars cost around $20.000’.
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SECTION 2

Charles

He is a kind of poet, a dreamer,  
aims at the moon, may land in the stars.

He likes dreaming about almost everything.  
He is always thinking about all that is unreal and 
surprising, he likes concepts. 

In his own way, he helps spotting new problems.

He has strange visions, things that are undecidable.  
And he associates them in even stranger ways.

He ask to himself: 
- ‘what could a car with no wheel be?’,  
- ‘could we build a tent in less than 5 seconds?’,  
- ‘what about a vacuum-cleaner without a bag?’,  
- ‘is there a new car that costs only $2.000?’
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SECTION 3

summary

Charles

dreamer

imaginative, out of the box

problems

undecidable

C - concepts

Karl

expert

erudite

solutions

certainty

K - knowledge
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SECTION 4

C-K diagram

Charles

C - concepts 

Karl

K - knowledge

8

partitions K mobilisations



Now, let's see how Karl and Charles came 
to invent something that did not exist 
before (an almost true story).

Go with them through Case 1  
and have fun.
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SECTION 4

Let's go…



CHAPITRE 2

Case 1

the flying boat
How to unroll the process.



SECTION 1

a dream
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What could a flying boat be?



SECTION 1

C-K diagram

a !ying boat?

C - concept K - knowledge

a tentative 
root concept



SECTION 2

a reality
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A flying boat?!  
That doesn't exist!
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A boat floats on water!

SECTION 2

a reality
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SECTION 2

C-K diagram

a !ying boat? disjunction

C - concept K - knowledge

!oating
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Flying in the air needs  
wings or an inflatable balloon.

SECTION 2

a reality
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SECTION 2

C-K diagram

!yinga !ying boat?

wings

balloon

C - concept K - knowledge

further  
K mobilisations 
and expansions

!oating



SECTION 3

with wings?
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What could a flying boat  
with wings be?



SECTION 3

C-K diagram

C - concept K - knowledge

+ wings

a !ying boat?

wings

balloon
property

+ attribute

!ying

!oating
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That's a seaplane!

SECTION 3

with wings?
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SECTION 3

C-K diagram

C - concept K - knowledge

+ wings

a !ying boat?

wings

balloon

seaplane

conjunction  found

!ying

!oating



SECTION 4

with a balloon?
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I'd like to go further… 
What could a flying boat  

with an inflatable balloon be?



SECTION 4

C-K diagram

C - concept K - knowledge

+ wings

a !ying boat?

wings

balloon

property

+ attribute+ balloon

!ying

!oating
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That's a dirigible!

SECTION 4

with a balloon?
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SECTION 4

C-K diagram

C - concept K - knowledge

dirigible

conjunction  found

+ wings

a !ying boat?

wings

balloon

+ balloon

!ying

!oating



SECTION 5

the exocet

26

About sea and flying,  
there is also the exocet!
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SECTION 5

C-K diagram

+ wings

a !ying boat?

+ balloon exocet

wings

balloon

!ying

!oating

C - concept K - knowledge

further  
K mobilisations 
and expansions
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SECTION 5

the exocet

What could a boat  
flying like an exocet be?
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SECTION 5

C-K diagram

C - concept K - knowledge

+ wings

a !ying boat?

+ balloon

+ exocet

exocet

wings

balloon

!ying

!oating
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That's an hydrofoil!

SECTION 5

the exocet
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+ wings

SECTION 5

C-K diagram

a !ying boat?

+ balloon

+ exocet

exocet

wings

balloon

hydrofoil

C - concept K - knowledge

conjunction found

!ying

!oating
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SECTION 5

the exocet

That's perfect! 
That's the flying boat  
I was dreaming of…



+ wings

SECTION 6

C-K operators
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a !ying boat?

+ balloon

+ exocet

exocet

wings

balloon

hydrofoil

C - concept K - knowledge

property

+ attribute

conjunction  found

K mobilisations

!ying

!oating

disjunction

partitions
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+ attribute 1

SECTION 6

C-K operators

root concept

+ attribute 2

property 2

property 1

solution

C - concept K - knowledge

conjunction

K mobilisations

existing

existing

disjunction

partitions
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SECTION 6

Let's go…

A path to a conjunction –in this case an 
existing solution– was found.

What Karl and Charles did, you can  
do too.

And conceive new things that once 
looked crazy, yet seed entire 
breakthrough innovations. See how they proceed with Case 2 now.



CHAPITRE 3

Case 2

a fancy chair 
A disruptive innovation.
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SECTION 1

another dream

What could a compact chair be? 
I want it light, small, easy to store, 

quite confortable and very  
different from anything else…
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SECTION 1

C-K diagram

compact chair?

C - concept K - knowledge

a tentative 
root concept
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SECTION 2

another reality

That compact chair 
doesn't exist! 

It is impossible to do it 
or nobody did it…
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SECTION 2

C-K diagram

compact chair?

C - concept K - knowledge

existing chairs
disjunction
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We should study existing 
properties: their sizes,  

the seating equilibrium,  
their prices, etc.

SECTION 2

another reality
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SECTION 2

C-K diagram

compact chair?

C - concept K - knowledge

equilibrium

sizes

prices

K mobilisations

existing chairs
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Hey, by the way, the seating 
equilibrium needs  

4 legs, 3 legs or 1 leg.

SECTION 2

another reality
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SECTION 2

C-K diagram

compact chair?

C - concept K - knowledge

sizes

priceslegs' number

property

+ attribute

partitions

existing chairs

equilibrium

431
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SECTION 3

with no leg

Mmmhh, what could  
a compact chair  
with no leg be?
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SECTION 3

C-K diagram

compact chair?

C - concept K - knowledge

sizes

priceslegs' number

partitions

existing chairs

equilibrium

4310
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And the equilibrium could be 
done by the user,  

with the chair or both.

SECTION 3

with no leg
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SECTION 3

C-K diagram

compact chair?

C - concept K - knowledge

sizes

priceslegs' number

4310

by the user

by both

with the chair

existing chairs

equilibrium
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SECTION 3

with no leg

What could a compact chair  
with no leg and an equilibrium 

made with the chair  
and by the user be?
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There should be something  
to maintain the angle between  

the user's back and his legs.

SECTION 3

with no leg
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SECTION 3

with no leg

Aha! Like a kind of belt?
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That could be perfect!

SECTION 3

with no leg
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In fact, Vitra already did it  
with the Chairless!

SECTION 3

with no leg
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SECTION 3

with no leg

That's perfect!

Really disruptive…
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SECTION 3

C-K diagram

compact chair?

C - concept K - knowledge

sizes

priceslegs' number

chairless
conjunction

existing chairs

equilibrium

by the user

by both

with the chair

4310
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SECTION 3

Let's go…

One more time, Karl and Charles did find 
the radically different concept that leads 
to innovating with a breakthrough.  
This time, the disruption came from an 
“Aha!” moment that signed off an 
authentic, radical innovation.

Come on, like Karl and Charles, you 
could have invented the Chairless chair 
too pretty easily!  
Anytime, anywhere, with C-K Theory.

You're now fairly set up to experiment on 
your own cases.

Good luck and read the references for 
further information on C-K Theory!

C-K Theory brings breakthrough 
innovations at your fingerprints.



and now? How to go further?
You've now got a unique tool for unleashing your 
imagination.
Practice expansion capacity on your own cases and 
account for unexpected yields.

Or contact the authors for more information on how to 
use C-K Theory and field radically unique innovations 
that will rock the world you work in.
- Philippe Blanchard, philblanchard@mac.com 
- Patrick Corsi, patrick.corsi@skynet.be 
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Attribute

A quality or a characteristic inherent or ascribed to an object. 

It is used to identify an object.

Termes connexes du glossaire

Index

Chapitre 2 - with wings?
Chapitre 2 - with a balloon?
Chapitre 2 - C-K operators
Chapitre 3 - another reality

Object, Property

Rechercher un terme



Certainty

Unquestionably, the condition of things that are established without doubt. 

However, here we enter the world of ‘degree of certainty’ and things may suffer a 
‘certain probability’ for existing. 

Hence, this word opens the whole world of ‘uncertainty’ – that includes what’s 
plausible or possible – and which is ruled by probabilities.  
The key point is to oppose it to the ‘unknown’ world, actually where we do seek 
breakthroughs.

Termes connexes du glossaire

Index

Chapitre 1 - summary

Undecidable

Rechercher un terme



Concept

Anything as an idea that is derived from the mind. 

Your thoughts, the notions you carry, a scheme you dreamt of, a plan you just plotted.

See root concept too.

Termes connexes du glossaire

Index

about - about
Chapitre 1 - Charles
Chapitre 1 - summary

Conjunction, Disjunction, Expansions, Knowledge, Proposition, Root concept, Undecidable

Rechercher un terme



Conjunction

(logic) The joint or simultaneous occurrence of a concept and a piece of knowledge. 

Often results in a ‘Aha!’ moment that enlightens the expansions you perform in the 
Concepts space: you’ve just established a relationship that bears meaning or concludes 
a search.

Termes connexes du glossaire

Index

Chapitre 2 - with wings?
Chapitre 2 - with a balloon?
Chapitre 2 - the exocet
Chapitre 2 - C-K operators
Chapitre 2 - C-K operators
Chapitre 2 - C-K operators
Chapitre 3 - with no leg

Concept, Disjunction, Expansions, Knowledge

Rechercher un terme



Disjunction

(logic) A proposition that asserts something by disconnecting from established 
knowledge. 

This is the way to plot a concept that is by construction undecidable.

Termes connexes du glossaire

Index

Chapitre 2 - a reality
Chapitre 2 - C-K operators
Chapitre 2 - C-K operators
Chapitre 3 - another reality

Concept, Conjunction, Knowledge, Proposition, Root concept, Undecidable

Rechercher un terme



Expansions

The act of extending, enlarging, increasing, developing at length, breaking, opening… 
the definition of a concept. 

We expand by partitioning.

Termes connexes du glossaire

Index

Chapitre 2 - a reality
Chapitre 2 - the exocet
and now? - and now?

Concept, Conjunction, Partitions, Root concept, Undecidable

Rechercher un terme



K mobilisations

To assemble, prepare, put to analysis chunks of knowledge (the Knowledge space). 
Also to coordinate same. 

The phase dealing with an état des lieux about all existing and relevant knowledge is 
the first K mobilization and enables a C-K operation.

Termes connexes du glossaire

Index

Chapitre 1 - C-K diagram
Chapitre 2 - a reality
Chapitre 2 - the exocet
Chapitre 2 - C-K operators
Chapitre 2 - C-K operators
Chapitre 3 - another reality

Knowledge, Partitions

Rechercher un terme



Knowledge

Any awareness or understanding that is commonly accepted through study or 
experience.  
The known world, the sum of all that is known, organized by science and experience. 

Beware: false knowledge, knowledge of the unknown can also be knowledge! 

This world has partial synonyms: information, learning, data. 

Awareness of knowledge brings experts to the fore.

Termes connexes du glossaire

Index

about - about
Chapitre 1 - Karl
Chapitre 1 - summary

Concept, Conjunction, Disjunction, K mobilisations, Property, Root concept

Rechercher un terme



Object

The word ‘object’ is to be taken in a general way:  
a product, a service, anything material that can be the subject of innovating.

Termes connexes du glossaire

Index

Attribute

Rechercher un terme



Partitions

The result of dividing, separating into parts.

(logics) The division of a class into a number of disjoint sub-classes, possibly 
exhaustive (in this latter case the partition is dubbed restrictive, otherwise expansive).

Termes connexes du glossaire

Index

Chapitre 1 - C-K diagram
Chapitre 2 - C-K operators
Chapitre 2 - C-K operators
Chapitre 3 - another reality
Chapitre 3 - with no leg

Expansions, K mobilisations

Rechercher un terme



Property

A quality, a distinctive feature of anything, especially a characteristic attribute of a 
piece of knowledge. 

Often used for characterizing knowledge elements.

Termes connexes du glossaire

Index

about - about
Chapitre 2 - with wings?
Chapitre 2 - with a balloon?
Chapitre 2 - C-K operators
Chapitre 3 - another reality

Attribute, Knowledge

Rechercher un terme



Proposition

A statement that asserts something, that can be affirmed or denied. 

Concepts present propositions for further consideration.

Termes connexes du glossaire

Index

Concept, Disjunction, Root concept

Rechercher un terme



Root concept

Any initial statement (a proposition) that disjuncts from known knowledge and is 
undecidable. 

Serves to root widest and deepest possible expansions for maximizing the originality of 
the findings.

Termes connexes du glossaire

Index

Chapitre 2 - a dream
Chapitre 3 - another dream

Concept, Disjunction, Expansions, Knowledge, Proposition, Undecidable

Rechercher un terme



Undecidable

(logic) An undecidable (i.e. uncapable of being decided) statement is a statement that 
cannot be returned with a yes or no answer (i.e. incapable of being algorithmically 
decided). 

We use undecidable statements to open the way to expansions and transcend the limits 
of problem-solving.

Termes connexes du glossaire

Index

Chapitre 1 - Charles

Certainty, Concept, Disjunction, Expansions, Root concept

Rechercher un terme


